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In Zusammenarbeit mit der Gesellschaft zur Förderung von Elektronischer Musik und Akustik – GesFEMA 



Strings Attached - for harpsichord and computers

POW Ensemble presents its new programme for harpsichord and computers/live 

electronics. You'll hear a variety of new, exiting pieces, featuring: a grooving 

harpsichord, a trio for keys, a radio drama, an erotic poem from ancient times, an

echo from Sweelinck, a harpsichord whose keys are not touched but produce 

drones, and a cadenza in baroque style.

For the concerts in Austria, Strings Attached consists of new compositions by 

KarlHeinz Essl, Luc Houtkamp, Chad Langford, Jorrit Tamminga.

Luc Houtkamp - laptop, live electronics

Goska Isphording - klavecimbel/harpsichord

Chad Langford - laptop, live electronics

www.powensemble.nl/ 

http://www.facebook.com/powensemble

http://www.facebook.com/powensemble
http://www.powensemble.nl/


Programme:

Luc Houtkamp – The Snippits Code!

I.  Chords and Harmonies

II. Cycles

III.The Snippits

IV. Echoes & Cadenza

The Snippits Code can be characterized as a baroque concerto in which the 

orchestra has been replaced by two computers. Almost all sounds produced by 

the computer players consist of live-processing of the harpsichord’s sounds.

The title of the composition relates to its third part, in which an interaction 

between the three musicians develops with the aid of short musical phrases and 

a set of compository rules. Naturally, the third part has a cadenza for 

harpsichord, to be improvised using a certain set of tone arrays.

KarlHeinz Essl - Sequitur XII

version for harpsichord and two computers

In this composition, the harpsichord is played in a highly unconventional manner. 

Except for the end of the piece, no keys are touched. Instead, the sound board 

and the lowest string of the instrument (1F) are excited in different manners. A 

contact microphone mounted on the sound board acts like an acoustic lense that 

amplifies sounds that are normally inaudible. The interaction between the 

harpsichordist and the live-electronics creates a kind of meta-instrument. Its 

novel sounds and expressions purposely avoid the typical percussive sound of 

the harpsichord, which is only heard at the end of the piece as a quotation.

By preparing the instrument with a thin nylon thread, sustained „drone“ sounds 

can be produced as an antitheses to the needle-sharp and rapidly decaying 

harpsichord attacks, which György Ligeti tried to overcome in his harpsichord 

composition Continuum.



Chad Langford – CLVRSTRND

CLVRSTRND can perhaps best be thought of as a refraction or a distillation of a 

little radio-style drama which I wrote for the POW Ensemble last year, 

Overstrand. Whilst I found Overstrand to be rather over-explicit in its storytelling, 

in CLVRSTRND I wanted to simply present emotive spaces, gestures, and 

contrasts. For this reason I won't say too much about the piece, except to 

suggest that in the opening of the work we seem to find ourselves adrift, in the 

hold of a wooden ship….

Jorrit Tamminga – Lilleke Spiekerbak

In Tamminga’s youth, when harpsichord music came from the radio, his father 

switched it off, saying “Lilleke spiekerbak”, ugly box of nails (in dialect). 

Tamminga later, being a musician and composer, learned to appreciate the 

sound, thanks to his music teachers at the conservatory. 

In this composition for Strings Attached, speakers are connected to the 

harpsichord in order to change its sounds. One single harpsichord tone is used 

as a base: a sharp attack with a clear sound, which is manipulated and 

transformed in various ways. The piece has three sound phases: an energetic 

start, a quiet part in the middle and a grooving grand finale.

Open CUBE – Kalendarium

 19.03.2014 18h00 – Sonification of Scientific Data

Studierende der LV “Sonification: Sound of Science“ stellen ihre künstlerisch-

wissenschaftliche Arbeiten vor. Leitung: Visda Goudarzi

Details zur Open CUBE Konzertreihe unter: 

http://iem.kug.ac.at/veranstaltungen/open-cube.html


